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76West Podcast, Featuring the Best of The Marlene Meyerson JCC Manhattan’s Conversations Series, To Debut Thursday, October 11
New Episodes to Drop Every Two Weeks

NEW YORK (October 4, 2018) – 76West, the first subscription-based podcast from the Marlene Meyerson JCC Manhattan, is slated to debut on Thursday, October 11. Season one will kick off with Pulitzer Prize-winning author Colson Whitehead (“The Underground Railroad”) in conversation with Rabbi Joy Levitt, the JCC’s executive director.

New episodes will drop every two weeks for the first season (six episodes), and will feature selections from the JCC’s acclaimed Conversations series. But for the Whitehead discussion, guests will only be announced when each episode drops. Listen to the trailer to learn more.

“The JCC hosts some of the smartest, funniest, and most challenging figures of our time,” said Megan Whitman, director of the Lambert Center for Arts + Ideas at the JCC. “We are so pleased to present these conversations to a wider audience on a regular basis and look forward to surprising and delighting our expanded community with each podcast episode.”

76West is generously sponsored by Zabar’s and zabars.com. Original music is by Perl Wolfe. It is produced by Megan Whitman and Eric Winick, with editing by Matt Temkin. Subscribe to 76West for free on iTunes and Google Play.

About the Marlene Meyerson JCC Manhattan
Together with its community, the Marlene Meyerson JCC Manhattan creates opportunities for people to connect, grow, and learn within an ever-changing Jewish landscape. Located at 76th Street and Amsterdam Avenue, the JCC is a vibrant non-profit community center on the Upper West Side. The cornerstone of progressive programming in Manhattan, the JCC serves over 55,000 people annually through 1,200 programs each season that educate, inspire, and transform participants’ minds, bodies, and spirits. Since its inception, the JCC has been committed to serving the community by offering programs, classes, and events that reach beyond neighborhood boundaries, reaching people at all stages of their lives. Learn more at jccmanhattan.org.
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